Attendance: Casey Melilli, Maryann Kugler, Aimee Colon, Sarah Durham, Jessica Mitchell,
Johanna Garcia, Lori Uysal, Tom Canning, Gerry Goss, and Adele Tedesco

Meeting called to order: 7:09am
Review and approval of minutes: approved

Budget:
Overview $20k PTO funds for ASP; $14,299 funds for Saturday Academy. Ms. Chory touched
on register loss which is a figure that fluctuates depending on kids registering and transferring
from the school. Funds that are in the budget can come and go without CC’s approval- The
DoE reviews the budgets regularly. Superintendent has met with Espaillat and we are being
given 10 new Smart Boards: 5 in the ES and 5 in the IS. UPK- we’ll get funds for a teacher and
a Paraprofessional. The administration is currently working with the UPK people for additional
funds. Rooftop playground meeting next week. Ms. Chory is still trying to work to get the
cameras inside and outside of the building. The custodian is going to try and get it up and
going. Adele got an email from Loren Parkins. According to him, the cameras will go up in two
weeks.
New Business:
CEP Goals Update- Mid-year review; Goal 1- refer to CEP handout ; Goal 2- refer to CEP
handout ; Goal 3- refer to CEP handout ; Goal 4 refer to CEP handout ; Goal 5 refer to CEP
handout ; Teachers are having a hard time with iReady. We will not be renewing it next year.
We’re currently looking for free software. Ms. Chory spoke about Thursday morning math
meetings so that teachers can have common strategies. Students are not mastering skills.
Looking into adding skills periods into the day. Communication- Big problem. Parents are not
using EngradePro. Sarah Durham said parents need clear instructions on how EngradePro
works. Ms. Chory doesn’t want to push EngradePro since we may not continue to use it next
year.
#publicschoolproud- The UFT is launching a hashtag for 2/14 to show how great public schools
are. We can participate in any way possible. Teachers and parents can get involved. Ms. Melili
has a meeting with the teachers at lunch to discuss the campaign.
Neighborhood Concerns- There is a person in the neighborhood who has been placing dog
feces outside teachers’ car doors in retaliation for them having a parking preference. Ms. Chory
said she has already brought this matter to the attention of the 34th precinct.

Adjourn: 8:13 a.m.
Next meeting- March 15 @ 7:00 a.m.

